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35mm Slides and
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35mm slides and captions

In the 1990s, when Amy, Cathie and Ted started curating the
exhibition, not only were lots of high fashion designers inspired
by subcultures, “there had been a lot of work on subcultures, there
had been a lot of texts and there had been a lot of exhibitions of

Streetstyle: From Sidewalk to Catwalk was co-curated by Amy
de la Haye (Joint Director of Centre for Fashion Curation, UAL),
Cathie Dingwall and Ted Polhemus. Focusing on the alternative
dressing of subcultures, from punk to B-Boys, the exhibiton,
which opened in 1994 at the V&A, was the first exhibition of its
kind to present the clothing worn by members of subcultures
who challenged the status quo and changed the face of fashion.
What follows is a selection of 35mm slides that Amy took as
she worked on the exhibition, presented with excerpts of her
recollections, which are printed in full in the second half of this
booklet.

photographs.” But until this exhibition, “no museum in the world
at that time had collected the material culture of subcultures, the
clothing.” Seen here, the Rocker display from the exhibition.
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35mm slides and captions

Gathering information for the exhibition involved getting into

Specialist advisor (New Age Travellers) Sarah Callard in Brighton,

networks of people. “The way we did that was quite simply walking

1993. The Specialist Advisors who “were people who either were a

round the streets, walking all round looking at subcultural shops,

part of the subculture with an interest in its history, or they had an

going in asking if there was a magazine that was with the subculture,

interest in it and a way into it [and liaised with people] and said what

was there a network, was there a club? And so it was a whole new way

we were going to do we were going to do with integrity.”

of collecting and we had to devise new strategies for doing it.”
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“First and foremost, I’m a Skinhead”: John G. Byrne’s self-customised

Acquiring a Teddy Boy suit for the exhibition was very difficult, even

Levi’s jacket, 1971. It was worn with a Brutus Trimfit poly-cotton shirt,

though masses of them were produced: “It made you really realise

elastic braces, Levi’s USA jeans and Dr Marten boots. John became a

the incredible poignancy these objects have to the people who wore

Skinhead when he was 12 years old. He said “in my opinion Skinhead

them.” What Amy was able to acquire were jackets: “Quite often in

means more than just a fashion. it’s a whole life”.

subcultures, it’s the jacket that survives because people retain the
jacket for sentimental or personal reasons, whereas the trousers or
the skirts, the style statement is less extreme and they can carry on
wearing them.” Pat Essam’s jacket can be seen centre left.
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35mm slides and captions

A New Age Traveller outfit worn by Fraggle 1989-1993 with label

Patricia (Pat) Essam, who became a Teddy Girl in 1954. When she

waiting to be taken into the gallery and dressed. “We asked people

bought a black wool jacket with a nipped-in waist and velvet collar

for snapshots, ideally of them wearing the clothes or from the period

from shop From Weavers to Wearers in Northampton, her friend was

and we took statements from them about why they wore the clothes.”

told by her mother, “you’re not mixing with her, she’s trouble. She’s

These labels were exhibited alongside the outfits.

a Teddy Girl.”
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35mm slides and captions

Photograph of Pat Essam (left) with friends circa 1954. This is one

Specialist Advisor (Rasta and Funk) Derek Falconer ran the shop Crazy

of the images Pat donated to the exhibition along with her jacket

Clothes in Notting Hill and donated his own leather Northern Soul

(which she’s not wearing here). Amy says, “when you look in books of

outfit worn in the early 1970s for the Funk section of the exhibition.

photos of Teddy Boys and Punks and Rockers, the same images tend
to be used again and again, and you tend to get in your mind’s eye
that is what one looks like. And so it was fascinating going to talk to
people and getting their personal stories, and also different outfits
than perhaps you’d imagined than when you went to visit them.”
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35mm slides and captions

The high fashion spin-off for the Rasta and Funk subcultural outfits

When Dr Beryl Gilroy emigrated to England from Guyana in 1952,

was this patchwork coat by designer Pam Hogg, early 1990s.

she brought with her clothes made by her dressmaker (including this
suit.) Dr Gilroy told specialist advisor Carol Tulloch and Amy that
when she relocated, she found that “her clothes were significantly
more brightly-coloured than other women in London.”
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35mm slides and captions

The owner of this Ragga outfit from 1994, Pascale, said of the style:

The outfits of Fraggle and her partner and child, three Travellers who

“Girls were wearing things like Wonderbras so we decided to make it

lived in the Forest of Dean to protest the trees being cut down. “We

in Chanel-style quilted fabric, with a sort of bustier top. I’d wear it

acquired the head-to-toe outfits for each of them, right down to the

with a pair of black shorts but a lot of girls would wear it with just a

liquorice stick that Fraggle had round her neck to clean her teeth, the

G-string under the netting.”

wooden spoon that she’d carved to eat her food from.”
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“While we acquired a massive collection, there are certain gaps: John

“It was a really nerve-wracking project to work on because you’d go

Stuart [pictured here] lent Rocker clothing and again we couldn’t get

and visit people like John Stuart the Rocker and he’d throw the clothes

people to part with their original Rocker jackets. They’re garments

on the street and I’d say, with my pen and paper, ‘okay, I’d like this,

that they wear repeatedly, they’ve often been customized. They’re

this and this’, and then I’d go back and he’d lent them to someone.

imprinted with wear and memories. It’s a bigger wrench to give

And so all the time you were terrified that these clothes, you’re never

something like that away than if perhaps you’re a wealthy fashion

going to get them, they’re never going to come in to the museum. And

client, you’ve got multiple clothes, they’re designed by a designer, you

quite literally they were coming in days before.”

haven’t altered the design, personalised it, it might be a memory of a
special event but it isn’t so inextricably entwined with your sense of
self. And so some people would lend but some people couldn’t part
with.”
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“It became quickly apparent that I couldn’t put my muddy Psychobilly
boots in the same space as a piece of 17th century lace. And it generated
various conversations along the lines of, ‘of course we’re not going to
take the dirt off the psychobilly’s boots.’ But if we don’t take the dirt
off the psychobilly’s boots why do we at the time routinely take the

Full Transcript

dirt out of the 18th century dress? Because perhaps the narratives are
not dissimilar.”
I used this slide to introduce the lectures I gave: “mud-caked traveller’s
boots and blue-taped psychobilly boots are not objects normally
associated with the collections of the Victoria & Albert Museum.”
					Amy de la Haye

Amy de la Haye shares her recollections of curating ‘Streetstyle:
From Sidewalk to Catwalk’. What follows is a recount of the
challenges presented by curating people’s everyday dress,
which was often customised and had high personal significance.
Amy also details the curatorial questions that arose for her and
her colleagues, such as how to style and display the subcultural
outfits and whether or not to remove the dirt and stains from
garments when they entered the V&A collection if they were
part of the intended look.
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photographs but no museum in the world at that time had
collected the material culture of subcultures, the clothing.

I trained as a dress historian and in 1991 I saw a job advert in

The Guardian for a curator of 20th century dress at the V&A,

I had from January 1992 until the end of 1994 to organise this

which I applied for as an experiment and unbelievably got. My

exhibition. Usually when you work in a museum you start

interest had always been in working-class dress and everyday

with the basis of the collection and what was unusual was

dress as opposed to the elite, so this was quite an interesting

that the museum had no collection whatsoever. The nearest

departure, but obviously completely thrilling. The V&A is

we had was a high fashion dress by Zandra Rhodes from

unashamedly a decorative arts museum that focuses upon the

1977 from her ‘Conceptual Chic’ collection, which was punk

finest of its kind and generally on design that leads. When it

inspired. So I thought we would devise two themes: one was

comes to fashion historically, that was haute couture and top

to collect authentic subcultural clothing from the 1940s to

levels of ready-to-wear, so the collections at the V&A were

the present day. The second thesis, which tied the exhibition

unashamedly elitist.

to the museum’s main collection, was rather than look at
how high fashion trickles down from the salon we’d look at

When I went there I knew there had been some interest in the

how high fashion designers were inspired by the street and I

possibility of doing an exhibition about street style because a

invited international fashion designers to donate clothes to the

man called Ted Polhemus had approached the museum and I

museum that were inspired by a subculture that had inspired

was asked if it was a project that I’d actually like to work on

them.

and develop. It seemed like an incredible opportunity, partly to
expand the museum’s visitor profile, which in the early 1990s

The exhibition was curated by three of us: Ted Polhemus, Cathie

was predominantly white, middle class, middle-aged women

Dingwall, who was a dress curator in the department, and

and also because the collection policy was on design that led

myself. Cathy and I acquired the clothes for the department.

in the 1990s. Lots of high fashion designers were not only

She acquired the subcultures post-1980, I acquired them pre-

looking to one or two subcultures: some of them were using

1980 and I acquired the high fashion clothes, with both of us

a multiplicity of subcultures, like Gaultier using cyberpunk

working closely with Ted Polhemus. Now the important thing

and skinhead and maybe rockers, so it seemed very timely.

to remember with this exhibition was that it was 25 years ago:

And there had been a lot of work on subcultures, there had

it was pre-Internet in daily use, pre-mobile phones. If you want

been a lot of texts and there had been a lot of exhibitions of

to collect Dior or Chanel at the V&A the routes are established:
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you go to fashion houses, you go to museums, you go to clients.
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COLLECTING THE LOOKS

Collecting subcultures was a whole, whole different ballgame
and involved getting into lots and lots of networks of people.

What became really clear quite early on was that there was no

But also we had a massive hurdle which was: subcultures are,

such thing as a typical Teddy Boy, a typical Rocker, a typical

by definition, against the status quo and so to persuade people

B-Boy. So after much discussion we decided that we would

to give us clothes to exhibit in an elite cultural institution in

acquire head-to-toe outfits from one person if they said, “I am

some ways could have almost signalled the end of subcultures.

a Mod, a Teddy Boy, a Ragga Girl and this is what I wore.” So

So we had to really undertake a massive amount of work

there’s no thing that’s typical, effectively the term we use today

getting into networks of people and the way we did that was

would be sort of self-defining. Now this exhibition relied on a

quite simply walking round the streets looking at subcultural

huge number of people with masses of goodwill and so for each

shops, going in, asking if there was a magazine that was with

subculture, after a huge amount of work, we identified what

the subculture, was there a network, was there a club? And so

we called a Specialist Advisor and they were people who either

it was a whole new way of collecting and we had to devise new

were a part of the subculture with an interest in its history

strategies for doing it.

or they had an interest in it and had a way into it and they
made the way into the subculture and sort of talked to people

In the V&A’s collection, most of the collection was womenswear

and said what we were going to do we were going to do with

because women had tended to buy more clothes, preserve them

integrity.

and give them to museums, whereas in the case of subcultures,
the texts that had been written had been written by men. So at

On the whole, we wanted to acquire the clothes. With

the outset we made a very strong decision that we wanted to

high fashion at the V&A you can ask designers to give you

include examples of women’s dress as well as men’s dress, and

contemporary things and on the whole they’re delighted,

the intention was to identify when each subculture emerged

but we felt quite strongly, or I felt very strongly, that in this

and acquire a head-to-toe outfit from someone from that

instance we should buy the clothes so we nominated a small

subculture at the point it emerged and then any subsequent

sum of money to buy head-to-toe clothes from people. Now

revival styles.

obviously not everyone’s got head-to-toe clothes so sometimes
we would just acquire a jacket. And rather than assemble an
outfit around it, which wouldn’t have been authentic, we
simply displayed the jacket. In some instances, some people
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could have been situated in more than one subculture. So,

with Teddy Boys (not least Teddy Boys who were clearly Teddy

for instance, a man from Brighton called John G. Byrne was

Boys who were working as staff in the galleries) I couldn’t

a gay man who was also a skinhead and he gave us his head-

acquire an outfit. And it made you really realise the incredible

to-toe outfit, actually, which was amazing, and he’d also been

poignancy these objects have to the people who wore them.

a photographer of skinheads and he gave us an outfit that

So there was one man who wore his museum uniform with

included a Levi’s denim jacket and on the back he’d inked the

brothel creepers and still had a sort of slicked back hair and

word “skins”. And quite often we found it was mass-produced

he said, “absolutely not, you can’t even borrow it. I’m going to

clothing that people had personalized. And very radically at the

be buried in my suit and no-one is going near it until then.” So

time as well, we had a section that now we would call “LGBTQ+”

even though there are masses of Teddy Boy suits produced and

but we called “Gay and Lesbian Style”, and in the same way

infinitesimal numbers relatively of say Chanel or Dior actually

we asked people who self-identified as gay men or lesbians to

acquiring the Teddy Boy suit was much, much harder. So the

give us a head-to-toe outfit that they said they wore to express

V&A press office made an appeal on the [television] programme

their sexuality. And we said to John, “do you want to go in the

called ‘The Clothes Show’ and I spoke and said, “we really want

Skinhead section or the Gay section?” and he said, “first and

a Teddy Boy suit.” And we never actually did get a suit; what we

foremost, I’m a skinhead.” So he went in the Skinhead section.

did get was jackets.

And Shaun Cole was responsible for the Skinhead and the Gay
and Lesbian sections, working with myself, and it was a big risk

And quite often in subcultures, it’s the jacket that survives

because again, material culture of gay and lesbians hadn’t been

because people retain the jacket for sentimental or personal

collected in the early 1990s in museums. All along we were

reasons and the trousers or the whereas the style statement is

quite modest, we just kept saying, “it’s a start, it’s a starting

less extreme and they can carry on wearing them. So I went to

point. You know, we’re trying to collect these things. We’re

Milton Keynes and met a woman called Patricia Essam. She’d

going to try and do it with integrity but we’re quite modest

become a Teddy Girl in 1954. She’d bought a jacket from a shop

about our intentions.”

in Northampton called From Weavers to Wearers, a black wool
jacket nipped-in at the waist with a velvet collar. The sort of

Some items we simply couldn’t acquire. I felt very strongly

garment that looks so innocuous today that it looks completely

I wanted them to form part of the permanent collections of

classic but at the time she said her friend’s mother said to her,

the museum. Perhaps one of the better-known and early

“you’re not mixing with her, she’s trouble. She’s a Teddy Girl.”

subcultures was Teddy Boys and even though I made contact

And she said, “I’ve kept it for forty years. I’ve moved house,
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I’ve had children” and she donated it to the museum along

1990s this had never, ever been discussed in museum contexts.

with photographs of herself as a Teddy Girl (but not wearing

We bought flat-back mannequins that were, as they say,

the jacket). And then another man came forward called Dave

flat backed, because lots of the clothes were quite tiny, and

Forrest and he’d bought three Teddy Boy suits from 1964, 1965,

they had height-adjustable legs. So the gallery looked like it

and 1966; and again, he’d not kept the trousers, so we exhibited

was populated with real people rather than standardized

his three jackets, again just on mannequins with the poles. We

mannequin-sized fashion figures. It also meant that the clothes

just said, “this is what survived.” So there was no attempt to

could work on the body to the exact right way. So, for instance,

put the bootlace tie or anything else that might go with it.

John G. Byrne was fanatical, he said, about the fold-up of his
Levi’s jeans, which had to be a certain, very small dimension

While we acquired a massive collection, there are certain

just above the top of his DM boots.

gaps: John Stuart lent Rocker clothing and again we couldn’t
get people to part with their original Rocker jackets. They’re

We obviously didn’t want mannequins with faces, which

garments that they wear repeatedly, they’ve often been

promote, on the whole, Caucasian ideals of beauty (or certainly

customized. They’re imprinted with wear and memories. It’s a

it was Caucasian ideals in 1991) so we asked the exhibition

bigger wrench to give something like that away than if perhaps

designer Sharon Beard to design some abstract head forms,

you’re a wealthy fashion client, you’ve got multiple clothes,

so she did some metal stars. And when I’m working in an

they’re designed by a designer, you haven’t altered the design,

exhibition I often want the proportion of a head, and lots of

personalised it, it might be a memory of a special event but it

the figures had hats, so she did some that were like rusty coils.

isn’t so inextricably entwined with your sense of self. And so

And we asked people for snapshots, ideally of them wearing the

some people would lend but some people couldn’t part with.

clothes or from the period and we took statements from them
about why they wore the clothes.

A QUESTION OF DISPLAY
HIGH FASHION, EVERYDAY STYLE
Now one of the major issues in this exhibition was that quite
clearly you couldn’t put clothes that had been worn by people

Obviously there were a lot of black subcultures

of all different shapes and sizes on mannequins that looked like

presented within the exhibition, and Carol Tulloch worked

Kate Moss. And today we’re used to talking about mannequins

closely with us along with a number of external (what we

and looking at different ways of displaying but again in the

called) Specialist Advisors. Carol introduced us to Dr Beryl
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Gilroy who came to England from Guyana in 1952 and she had

seeing evidence of subcultures being inspired by high fashion

a suit, which Shaun and Carol subsequently exhibited in their

designers but re-appropriating and representing those clothes.

‘Black Street Style’ exhibition at the V&A. She said that when

For instance, casuals liked Ralph Lauren and Burberry and by

she came over she’d had her clothes dressmaker-made and they

the 1990s B-Boys were wearing Gucci and Louis Vuitton. And

were significantly more brightly coloured than other women in

then we found a really interesting example of what was the

London.

most modern subculture we exhibited, Ragga, which had come
out in 1994. A woman called Pascale had had an outfit made

Another Specialist Advisor was a man called Derek Falconer

that was clearly not Chanel but clearly inspired by Chanel: it

who ran a shop called Crazy Clothes in Notting Hill. He helped

was black quilted satin, covered in buttons that looked like

us find Rasta outfits and Funk outfits and he also gave us his

Chanel buttons, masses of chains. And the statement that we

own Northern Soul leather outfit that he used to wear. And

put on her label, this is her words, she said, “we wanted a kind

in that section, for instance, the high fashion spin-off was a

of cowboy look so you could make the chaps and carried the

Pam Hogg patchwork coat. So in all sections I went to fashion

dancehall style through with gold buttons. Girls were wearing

designers and said, “this is our map of subcultures that Ted

things like Wonderbras so we decided to make it in Chanel-

prepared, showing all the different influences of the different

style quilted fabric, with a sort of bustier top. I’d wear it with a

stylistic influences upon the different subcultures. Have you

pair of black shorts but a lot of girls would wear it with just a

been inspired by any of these, and if so, do you have an outfit

G-string under the netting.” So that was the sort of statement

and will you give it to us?” So Pam— she wanted to be in

that went on these big labels with photographs, and then the

Funk and she gave us the patchwork coat. I also talked to Karl

clothes were on these neutral-looking mannequins that we

Lagerfeld at Chanel and he said that he’d liked the music of

sprayed the colour of rusty metal.

Arrested Development and he’d met the band and he’d done a
hip hop inspired collection, so he gave us these big, baggy black

SOURCING A ZOOT SUIT

jeans with a shocking pink, very tight cutaway top, and what
surprised me was actually how generous the fashion designers

Ideally, we would have had clothes that we had sourced in

were. But that was the subtext of the exhibition, not the main

America, in Britain and in other European countries. Britain

part.

was hugely important in terms of subcultures and we did try and

When subcultures emerged they were often anti-fashion,

get clothes from the length and breadth of the country but the

they rejected the prevailing fashion. By the 1980s, we started

reality was there were two of us working on it part-time, there
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was very little funding, and so a lot of the clothes were sourced

we stated quite clearly, “this is a replica and we’ve asked this

in London, rather than that they came from London. The thing

man to do it because he’s done lots of research and he’s part

with doing an exhibition is that you’re then constrained by the

of the revival style, and we’ve asked this tailor because he’s a

circumstances of what you can find and how far you can travel,

specialist, he’s worked in the field for years.”

but certainly we did want to look at a large geographic reach.
THE WORK OF MANY
There were one or two outfits that we simply couldn’t acquire
that were quite important that they be represented. One of

As I said there was masses of goodwill, lots and lots of people

these was Zoot Suits, which were possibly, probably, the first

worked with us on the project. There were more than 50

subculture that emerged in America during the Second World

subcultures and revivals represented and there were people

War by young African American men who felt alienated from

working one each of them with us. I had a student from

society and rather than using restricted amounts of fabric used

[Central] St Martins come and work with me, Sarah Callard,

huge amounts of fabric and made these big, baggy zoot suits.

and she was the Specialist Advisor for Travellers. As working

We didn’t have money to travel to America— and bearing in

on this project involved all people in the museum it became

mind that it was pre-Internet so not so easy to easy to source

an incredibly collegiate project. So Sarah went to the Forest

things— so we thought long and hard and felt really strongly

of Dean and found a group that described themselves as the

that actually it was so important that that particular subculture

Dongas Tribe. They were protesting about trees being felled

was represented.

in the Forest of Dean and were living in the Forest to prevent
them being cut down. And she got in touch with a couple—

So we looked to someone who’d been involved in the zoot suit

a woman, Fraggle, her male partner and their child— and we

revival and there’d been a big sort of zoot suit revival in the

acquired the head-to-toe outfits for each of them, right down

mid-late ‘80s, with bands like Kid Creole and Blue Rondo A La

to the liquorice stick that Fraggle had around her neck to clean

Turk. And the lead singer in Blue Rondo a la Turk was a man

her teeth and the wooden spoon that she’d carved to eat her

called Chris Sullivan and he was completely fanatical about

food from.

zoot suit history. He’d gone to a tailor called Chris Ruocco and
they’d done historical research and made clothes for him to

Now this is just one of the many examples that caused absolute

wear. And so we asked the two of them to make us a garment

chaos in the V&A. ‘Fraggle’ is an assumed name, she didn’t have

that they felt was as authentic as you could possibly get but

a bank account, she’s living in a forest so we can’t send mail, and
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somehow we have to pay her and the V&A don’t give cash. So

if they wanted, so we’d put the clothes on the mannequin and

what became incredible was going to the Accounts Department

they could come and tweak them if they wanted to make sure

and saying, “look, this is what we’re doing,” and getting people

that the nuances were exactly right.

on board, and people gradually becoming more and more
flexible, saying, “okay, we’ll have to do this to make it work.”

We’d felt that by saying very clearly these were real clothes

And it happened right through the museum. Even the people

worn by real people who self-defined as a particular subcultural

who worked in the galleries, it felt like an exhibition that they

member it would be made really clear to people but walking

could relate to that was more relevant to their lives. And in

around the galleries without our museum badges on we laughed

many cases they’d say, “I was a Rasta,” and talk to us about the

because we kept hearing again and again the phrase, “that’s not

clothes and the way that, you know, you’d tie the headscarves.

what I wore. I was a Punk and that’s not what I wore. I was a

So it was a very inclusive project, not only insofar as widening

New Romantic and that’s not what I wore.” So even though we’d

the museum’s visitor profile but also to many extents breaking

really tried to get that message across, and we’d got snapshots

down hierarchies within the museum.

and testimony, that was still people’s perception. Because of
course even in Britain, there were different expressions: I

Subcultures are inextricably entwined with music and musical

was a New Romantic and sort of a Goth and a bit of a Punk

expression, and so each of the Specialist Advisors asked people

in Brighton, Shaun was in London, our experiences and, you

within each of the subcultures if they could name one music

know, what we thought of as the style even within fifty, sixty

track and we had that on a continuous loop that played through

miles was quite different.

the gallery. Clothes were coming into the exhibition literally
right up to the last minute. It was a really nerve-wracking

THE AFTER-EFFECTS OF THE EXHIBITION

project to work on because you’d go and visit people like Jon
Stuart, the Rocker, and he’d throw the clothes on the street

We were modest about what we did and, as a result, I

and I’d say, with my pen and paper, “okay, I’d like this, this and

think the press reviews generally were good. Looking back I’m

this,” and then I’d go back and he’d lent them to someone. And

amazed that the V&A let us do it. It was certainly the wildest

so all the time you were terrified that these clothes, you’re

private view the museum’s ever seen. It was a very difficult

never going to get them, they’re never going to come in to the

project in many ways, not least because without telephones

museum. And quite literally they were coming in days before.

and without the Internet you would keep going to meet people

We invited everyone whose clothes were exhibited to come in

who weren’t there, or they’d want you to meet them at ten
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o’clock at night. They’d promise you clothes and then you’d

various ethics of leaving dirt (for want of a better word) and

think you’d got them, someone else wanted them and they’d

shortening the life of a garment, but in this case obviously

given them away and of course, there’s nothing that you could

retaining its authenticity or— and it was never going to happen

do. So, it was stressful, but looking back I think it was very

to these clothes— or about removing dirt. Another legacy of

revolutionary in many ways, curatorially. And hearing people

the exhibition was that Christies started staging street style

talk, it was, I think I realise now, quite innovative, maybe more

auctions, so the market value of subcultural clothes went up

so than I realised at the time. But I did know at the time what

significantly as well, especially ones that had an affiliation with

we were doing was very controversial, and I had the confidence

a designer, like for instance Vivienne Westwood and Malcolm

and the conviction with Cathie and Ted that we would do it.

McLaren’s punk t-shirts.

The exhibition, as I said, involved a lot of different departments

Afterwards, Ted Polhemus wrote a book, Streetstyle: From

and one of the issues that arose quite early was that the clothes

Sidewalk to Catwalk , for Thames and Hudson, which looked

I was bringing into the museum often smelt, like afghan coats

at the context of subcultures. As the exhibition came down we

[that] had been steeped in goat’s urine, they were often covered

had all the outfits photographed and Cathie and I wrote a book

in oil, they smelt of people, they were dirty. And when clothes

about the clothes, the specificity of the clothes, called Surfers

came into the dress department we had a sort of holding room

Soulies Skinheads and Skaters that documents the clothes.

where garments, objects would temporarily be held before they
got accessioned and went into the main museum store. It became

After the exhibition, I was invited to give lots of lectures

quickly apparent that I couldn’t put my muddy Psychobilly

about why the museum did it, how we did it, what I thought

boots in the same space as a piece of 17th century lace. And it

the legacy would be. And I had one 35mm slide that was just

generated various conversations along the lines of, “of course

boots on the floor and I used to start all my lectures with saying

we’re not going to take the dirt off the Psychobilly’s boots.” But

“mud-caked traveller’s boots and blue-taped psychobilly boots

if we don’t take the dirt off the Psychobilly’s boots why do we

are not objects normally associated with the collections of the

at the time routinely take the dirt out of the 18th century dress?

Victoria & Albert Museum.” Throughout the process, Valerie

Because perhaps the narratives are not dissimilar.

Mendes, the head of the Department of Textiles and Dress (who
agreed we should do this exhibition) was very, very radical and

The exhibition prompted a conference called ‘Sacred Dirt?’

innovative in her approach curatorially and she was incredibly

and I gave a lecture at that and people talked about the

supportive all the way through. One of the best pieces of many
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pieces of good advice she gave me was, “whatever project
you’re working on take photographs.” So I walked around with
a camera and 35mm slides, often 35mm slides, because I knew
I’d be giving lectures, and photographed lots and lots of places
that I went to. In terms of legacy that’s what I’m completely
amazed that I still have because I’ve still got so many of the
everyday quick snaps that I took as a reference or just to give a
lecture, which we’re now using as part of this project 25 years
later.
					Amy de la Haye

